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FEW-BODY HYPERNUCLEAR CONSTRAINTS
|

B. F. Gibson

Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 8754.5, U. S. A.

ABSTRACT

Constraints on the properties of the YN interaction that come from model
calculations of the s-shell A-hypernuclei are summarized. Additionally, con-
straints on tile S = -2 AA interaction and on the mass of the H dibaryon

from the e.,dstence of ,_AHeare considered.

1. Introduction

Since the discovery of the first hyperfragment in a balloon flown emulsion stack
some two score years ago, physicists have worked to understand how the addition of
the strangeness degree of freedom (S = -1 for A and 2 and S = -2 for -- and AA)
alters our picture of nuclei and the baryon-baryon force. Because the A and E masses
differ markedly from that of the proton and neutron, SU(3) symmetry is broken.
How it is broken is a question of importance to our fundamental understanding of
the baryon-baryon interaction. Furthermore, the inclusion of an S # 0 degree of
freedom (flavor) in the nucleus adds a third dimension to our evolving picture of
nuclei. New dynamical symmetries, forbidden by the Pauli principle in conventional
nuclei, appear. Three-body forces play a more significant role. A binding anomaly
in .4 = 5 as well as a possible spin inversion between ground and excited states in
A = 4 appear. Surprisingly narrow structure near the threshold for 2 production
has been reported in the 4He(K-,Tr-) spectrum while no corresponding structure
is observed in the companion 4He(K-, 7r+) spectrum; this has been interpreted as

evidence for a _He bound state. Finally, the reported observation of AA-hypernuclei.
in particular _AHe, bears directly upon the possibilities for the quark bag model
prediction of a bound "H" particle -- the S = -2 dibaryon. Clearly, the physics of
hypernuclei differs substantially from that found in the S = 0 conventional sector.
where much of our intuition has been developed. Although it is not feasible to invert

the analysis and determine the YN interaction from the data on few-body systems, it
is possible to utilize these data to constrain the YN models, provided one is careful.
We shall explore briefly the constraints which the few-body data impose and the level
of understanding that we have so far achieved.

2. Remarks about the Data

The hypernuclear bound states are traditionally described in terms of their ,\
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separation energies
BA(AA) = B(AA)- B(A- l)

BAA(AAA)= B(AAA)- B(A- 2).

Data for the s-shell A- and AA-hypernuclei[1, 2] are listed in Table 1 along with 7
de-excitation energies[3, 4], where they exist. We concentrate on the binding energies
because, as we shall discuss below, it has been established for the s-shell nuclei that
a realistic model which reproduces the binding energy for the system will reproduce
the low-energy observables for that system as well.

Table 1. Hypernuclear A-separation energies and excitation energies in MeV

hypernucleus BA/BAA E,

_H 0.13+.05

4 H 2.04t 04 1.04±.04A

4 He 2.394-.03 1 15±.04A

_He 3.104-.02

_AHe 10.6

Clearly, the ,4 = 3 hypertriton is just barely bound; the h clings tenuously to
the deuteron core. Its pionic weak decay was used to establish that it has J = 1

3
No evidence for a J = 7 state has been reported. The spin dependence of the .\.V3
interaction would be pure spin-triplet in the J = 7 case, so that in the hypertriton
the spin-singlet interaction is the stronger. We shall return to this point below.

The mass 4 isodoublet exhibits an obvious charge symmetry breaking (CSB). )_He
is more bound than _H by 350 keV (= ABA); the Ap interaction is stronger than the
An interaction. The CSB is almost 3 times that estimated for the 3H- 3He system once

the Coulomb energy is accounted for [B(3H)-B(3He)-Ec _- 8.48-7.72-0.64 __0._'2
MeV]. One needs no theoretical calculation to see the CSB in the A-hypernuclei
separation energies, because the Coulomb energy of the aHe core essentially cancels
that of _He. [The second order Coulohib effect due to the compression of the _He
core in _He by the addition of the A in fact increases ABA by 0.01 - 0.02 MeV.] This
CSB in the _He - _H system provides a clear signal for the importance of AN - E.V
coupling in the Y N interaction.
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The .4 = 4 hypernuclear system is even more interesting, because there exists a
particle-stable excited state for each species. The ground states are 0+, the excited
states are 1+. Thus, it is tempting to argue that the E-_transition energy is a direct
measure of the A.V spin-spin interaction. I believe l) that is not the case, '2) that the
.\X - v.EXcoupling and the complex structure of the ,4 = 4 A-hypernuclei must be
taken into account in any serious calculation, and 3) that modeling _H as [.,\x3H] ['1]
is likely the source of the "missing" 7-ray in the _°B system.

The _ He species is clearly underbound by a factor of 2 in any simple central force
model[5] calculation. The same conclusion follows from the fact that the ratio of neu-
tron separation energies in the nonstrange sector s-shell is three [Br_('aH)/Bro(2H) __
B,_(4He)/B,_(3H) _- 3]. That is, one would estimate BA(_He) from that for ,4 = 4
as 6 MeV, about twice the experimental value, gain, AN - EN coupling must be
properly accounted for to correctly estimate BA.

Clearly, The physics of the S = - 1 sector differs from that of the oc = 0 sector. Can
we understand these data in terms of the S = -1 hyperon-nucleon (YN) interaction'?
Unfortunately the AN, EN data are very limited. There are some 600 events[6, 7, 8]
below 300 MeV/c and another 2,50 events[9] between 300 and 1500 MeV/c -- total
cross sections and some angular data. The lack of a significant data base severely
inhibits our ability to provide a definitive analysis of hypernuclear data. Stimulating
additional measurements is one of the goals of this Seminar.

The Nijmegen group[10, 11, 12] have taken the lead in modeling the YN potential
by fitting a one-boson-exchange hypothesis to the combined NN and YN data base
using ,5'/./(3) constraints. Their pioneering effort to construct such potentials has been
summarized by deSwart. Timmermans will discuss it further in the theory parallel
session. The Juelich group[13, 14, 15] has also produced YN potential models, both
energy dependent and of the OBE form (in q-space). Reuber will discuss the Juelich
approach in the parallel session. The models are not the same.

In Table 2 I have summarized the low-energy scattering parameters for several
of the models m the scattering lengths and effective ranges. A quick comparison
illustrates the need for better YN data to constrain the potential parameters. The

AiY - EN coupling is strong. The me - rnA mass difference is only _- 80 MeV, much
less than rna -mN in the nonstrange sector. The (E-, E°, E+) mass splitting leads
directly to CSB in the YN interaction.

Before closing the I/N interaction discussion, it should be noted that the A(T =
0) x .V(7' = 17) direct interaction contains no OPE. [However, a second order OPE
force is generated through AN- EN coupling.] Thus, the short range aspects of
the baryon-baryon force should become more evident. Oka will discuss the Tokyo
quark-cluster modeling of the short range properties of the YN interaction.

Turning to the S = -2 sector, there exists but a single reported _AHe event[2],
3



Table 2. The scattering lengths and effective ranges in fm for the }"N potential
models listed

Model Ref. as ro_ at rot

Nijmegen D [10] -1.90 3.72 -1.96 3.24

Nijmegen F [Ill -2.29 :3.17 -1.88 3.36

Nijmegen SC [12] -2.78 2.88 -1.41 3.11

Jfilich A [1.5] -1.56 1.43 -1.59 3.16

J(ilich A [15] -2.04 0.64 -1.33 3.91

and it is controversial[16]. However, its BAA is not inconsistent with the information
available from the two other reported examples of AA-hypernuclei[17, 18, 19]. A
search for additional _nHe events at BNL (---+6Li--._nHe+n) should clarify the
situation.

3. Scaling: Binding Energy Tells All

In few-nucleon systems, the traditional model has proven to work surprisingly
well[20]. The model is best defined by listing its levels of complexity:

• nuclei consist only of nucleons -- other degrees of freedom are suppressed

• nucleons move slowly within the nucleus -- nonrelativistic dynamics prevails

• nucleons interact via pairwise forces -- two-body interactions dominate

This provides an enormous simplification, and supplementing it by l) meson exchange
currents to account for magnetic moments and radiative capture reactions, and 2) phe-
nomenological three-body forces to provide the missing few percent of the potential
energy needed to reproduce the experimental 3H and 4He binding energies, one can
account for the low-energy trinucleon observables to within experimental uncertainty.

Let us consider the triton in detail. The Nijmegen group have produced three
different local potentials whose fits to the NN scattering observables (about 4000
data) are as good as that of a partial-wave analysis (x2/N " 1.0). The triton binding
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energy for these models is[21]

B3 "_ 7.62 4-.02 MeV.

compared to the experimental value of 8.48 MeV. Thus, realistic local potentials
containing i) an OPE tensor force, ii) strong spin-isospin dependence, and iii) strong
short-range repulsion fail to yield 8.48 MeV. Correspondingly the charge radii of
3H/3He are too large, the Coulomb energy (_ 1/rpp) is too small, the asymptotic

normalization constants (_ e-'v4Yi-S/r)have the wrong value, and the nd spin-doublet
scattering length known to exhibit a strong correlation with B(3H) _ the Phillips
line[22] is too large. However, it has been shown that all these characteristics of
the trinucleon system scale with the binding energy[23, 24, 25] {See Ref.[20] for a
detailed summary.} Therefore, adding a three-body force with strength adjusted to
yield B(3H) will result in a fit to all of the low energy trinucleon observables[26, 27,
%,zg].

Three-body forces arise naturally in many branches of physics -- atomic, molec-
ular, condensed matter, gravitational -- when one suppresses a degree of freedom.
In fact, a three-body force (3BF) in one HUbert space may be only a more complex
two-body force in a more complicated Hilbert space. It has recently been shown that
the full Tucson-Melbourne[30, 31] 3BF (including 7rTr,7rp, and pp terms) yields about
8.5 MeV binding when combined with the Paris NN potential[32]. That is, one can
point to a specific model that will correctly yield the 3H binding energy and conse-
quently the other low energy physical observables. Therefore, we shall concentrate
on the hypernuclear binding energies in what follows.

4. Hypernuclear Constraints

4.I. The Hypertriton

Because the YN interaction does not support a two-body bound state[33], as one
can see from the scattering lengths in Table 2, ] H serves as the deuteron of the S = - 1
sector. The fact that BA _ 130 =i=50 keV indicates that the long range properties of
this system should dominate. However, the spin-singlet interaction plays the primary
role (VAN 3 S 1= 7V_N + _V_N ) in the hypertriton, so that B(3AH) provides a constraint
primarily upon that potential component.

AN- EN coupling has been known to play an important role in _H since the early
calculations of Schick[34]. More recently, we have explored how this translates into a
3BF effect when the EN channel is formally eliminated[35]. In Fig. 1 are represented
three types of diagrams that enter. In (a) one finds the usual iteration of the AN
potential in _H. In (b) we see what is termed the dispersive energy dependence of
the resulting AN interaction when the EN channel is eliminated. It is effectively
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of various interactions among the }:"N constituents
of _H' a) a standard contribution to the ANN three-body equations, b) an
energy-dependent contribution to the AN two-body t matrix arising from AN- EN
coupling, and c) an effective three-body force arising from AN- EN coupling.

repulsive, because the energy denominator in the _ propagator becomes larger when
the kinetic energy of the second nucleon is added:

1

This is analogous to the reduction in strength of the NN tensor force when one embeds
it in nuclear matter. In (c) the true 3BF due to A.V- EN coupling is attractive.
An interesting question arises when one considers the small value of BA. Could the
hypertriton be bound in the limited space of ,\ plus N's only because of the ANN
3BF'?

Miyazawa and G15ckle [36] have recently completed a model calculation of 3H
using the Juelich OBE model ,_[1_]. They find the system unbound. A 4% increase
in the strength of k_#N would produce binding but would destroy the description of
the _,'.V data. This result presents a puzzle -- the a, ro values for A imply significant
attraction in a rank-one separable potential _H calculation' BA -_ 1 MeV. Why
should the short range potential properties play such a significant role in this weakly
bound system?
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-_.2. Ch,_rge 5'gmmetrg Breaking in the .,t = [ Isodotzblet

("an the charge symmetry break;,_g exhibited by the '_He - 4 H ground state ,\-
separation energy difference (0.35 .kleV) be understood in terms of the free ,\N in-
teraction'? The Nijmegen models predict a charge dependence: _'_p ¢ ki_,_. [Among
other factors, strong A - E conversion leads to CSB because of the mass difference
in the E isospin triplet. The scattering lengths and effective ranges from Nijmegen
model D are compiled in Table :3.

Table 3. The charge-dependent scattering lengths and effective ranges in fm for
Nijmegen D

channel a' r_ a t r_

,\p -1.77 3.78 -2.06 3.18

An -2.03 3.66 -1.84 :1.32

One can use a folding prescription to generate an effective two-body (,\-nucleus)
potential with which to calculate B,,(4AHe) and BA(4H). The ABA which results from
this two-body dynamics using s-wave separable potentials fitted to the low-energy
scattering parameters in Table 3 is AB?, = 0.21 MeV. If one allows for compression
of the nuclear core (due to the added binding of the A), one can increase this to 0.2-1
Me\," for .5c_core compression. Using exact four-body equations and the identical
separable potentials, one finds a value of ,5BA = 0.4a MeV[37]. That is, true ,l-body
dynamics yields a ABA about twice that which comes from a model utilizing two-bo_ly
dynamics.

Why? One can demonstrate[38, 39] that a[ > ]a' implies that , is stronger thar_
V' in an n-body calculation, where n = 2, 3, 4. That is, the potential V is uniformly
stronger than V', as intuition would lead one to expect becase a represents the overall
strength of the potential. For r > r', the same relation holds for n = 2. The larger
the potential range, the stronger the potential in a two-body sense. However, if
n = 3,4, then r > r' implies that V is weaker than V'. Recall that Thomas its)
showed in 1935 that for a three-body system in which the range of the force _ 0 f(,r
one pair, the three-body binding becomes infinite. Thus, when one looks at details ,,f
few-body systems, exact model calculations can play an important role in a corre(_
interpretation.

,[,3, The ,4 = 4 Excited States
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I},._' _-'xistence of particle-stable excited states in the .-I = 1:hypernuclear isodo,lblet

[)rese[Its a ,lr_i(tu(' opportunity to test our models of the }.V interaction. Kittin_
}OOt}l the U-" and l" states within the same model is a nontrivial task. That .\.V-

"-z.V (:o,lpling is a crucial feature of the }'.V interaction becomes even clearer here.

[:urthermore. the ,'omplex nature of the four-body system is important. ['he states

of 4_H are not just simple [,\ x 3 HI [J] functions. The 1+ state is not just formed from

the 0+ state by a spin flip of the .\.

Let me consider a model example in which [ use the Stepien-Rudza and \Vvcech[ 1lt_ j

separable potential approximation to Nijmegen D. The scattering lengths and elfectiv,,

ranges are displayed in Table 4.

Table 4. The .\:\' scattering lengths and effective ranges in fm for the

Stepien-Rudza and Wvcech model

channel spin-singlet spin-triplet

a(fm) -1.97 -1.95

r0(fm) 3.90 2.43

If one uses effective ,\N potentials fitted to these parameters (i.e., explicit .\.V -

v.V coupling in the Y.V interaction is approximated by constructing a AN potential

1hat reproduces the scattering length and effective range of the full interaction) in a

four-body calculation, then one finds[42]'

B(O+) = 10.7 Mel,"

B(1 +) = ll.7 MeV.

The order of the states is inverted; the 1+ is the ground state. The reason is clear if

one looks at the average AN potential in the two cases:

t vs t Vt
0+ •Ck.v = :_ ,_.v+ _ A.v

a n d

tvS 5 ,t
1+ ' _,'_.v= [ ,,,v+ [E,,.,v.

"S
l/t._, in a two-body sense, all of the.-\lthough f A,v from Table 4 is stronger than ,t ..

action" is in the effective ranges. The scattering lengths are essentially the same.
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' • 3 -0 ,

t_,,:'ra_l-.__ :',)iL"), ',s _ignificaIltlv lar_er than. r0q .<'lt, _".x.\-is woaker than _x.\. _rl ;_
f, _lr-1)o iv ,at,llla,ion.

t
tt,_w_,,.or, r}_ "It core in i_tt is not an e]ementarv object. It is a (.J - _;. T = x_

cor_lp,:)si_e of Three nucleons. Convertin_ a T = 0 .\ into a T = t _ necessarily brin_s

irl T = -" _H" ,tares. These lie 40 _Ie\" or higher in the continuum _znd have more

spatial ._[rllct_lre than the 3H ground state. Thus .\ - v' conversion in the me_li_tm

is expected to be suppressed compared to its effect in the free .\:\: - v,.V interaction.

Taking an extreme model approximation of dropping the _i_,,,'-s,v interaction that
3 3u.collples through T = _ states, one finds modified .\,V effective interactions which

' r .)l
yleld,,l,,!, in a four-body calculation:

B(O+) = !).6 3leV

B(I*') = 8.2 .Uet"

That is, one obtains a propering ordering of the states. More importantly, it becomes

clear the E-, is not a measure of the AN spin-spin interaction.

Is such a separable potential calculation relevant? Monte Carlo variational cal-

culations with the Nijmegen soft core potential have obtained B(0 +) __ l.._3l_:I,.

but the l+ state is unbound[43]. The ,\ -E conversion suppression is there, but

too large. Our anMysis shows that the difficulty lies in the strength of _ix.,_-_,_:.\.in

the spin-triplet channel. It provides so much of the free interaction strength that E

suppression makes the spin-triplet dominated t + state unbound. We need an r-space

approximation to .JCtlich A to test that model.

To reiterate, the 0+ - 1+ energy difference does seem to result from complex

few-body dynamics and is not a measure of the ,\N spin-spin interaction. \Vith a

little effort it is possible to construct a scenario from the separable potential model

results described above to explain the failure to find a 2+ _ I* *r ray following the

t°Bt K-, _,-)t°B reaction[44]. The 3+ g.s. of _°B ensures a 2+ state is produced in !_B.

[f the 0_- - t _ splitting in ,4 = t is used to predict the state ordering in _°B. then the

0-_ gro_tn,:t state in the A = 4 system implies a 1+ ground state for the ,4 = t0 system.

However. consider a model in which I°B is c_-a-,\-N. The a's are tightly bound. Tile

_pin dependence of !°B then comes from the ,\N interaction. Thus, the state ordering_

sho_l,:t correspond to that of the free interaction. (In the A = 4 system, this gave a

l'- gro,_nd state.; Therefore, one would anticipate that the ground state of ._°B is '2*.
and no *, ray should have been seen because the t + state was not produced in the
reaction.

.[._;. Th_ _He Anomalg

As noted in the introduction, simple estimates for BA would yield values abo_tt a

factor of '2 larger than the data. Model calculations confirm this[5, 45, 46. 4T. _,._'.
9



-['his wo!lld _eem to come from two sources: 1) a tensor force is less effective in bindino

Than a _'omparable central force, and '2),k,\:- E.V coupling is suppressed becallse
the [" -- 1 E must couple to f -- 1 even parity states high in the a spectrum. Again
),|onte Carlo variational calculations for the Nijmegen soft core model support this
result" the hypernucleus _He is even more unbound than the 1+ excited state ['or
,4=4.

_1.5. The _AHe Enigma

The single reported event[2] is controversial[16]. However B,_a _" I0.6 is consistent
with the value of < tTx,,,> extracted from the other two events[17, 18, 19]'

5He)< _"I_A _>"-BAA- 2BA(a

" 4.4 MeV.

Furthermore, this is comparable to the value of < t'ix,v> _ 4MeV that model calcu-
lations obtained for the ,4 = 4 ,\-hypernuclei[46, 47]. That is, one finds

( _"IXA2>,4=6 "_ '( _/]'_N >,4=4

If the ,_aHe event is confirmed, then there must have been thousands formed.
Its identification was bv the rare weak mesonic decay of both ,/\'s. The existence of

He would be important for two reasons. The aAA systems are a window thro_l,,h
which one can investigate the A,\ interaction. We already know something of the _:V
interaction bv this means Furthermore, the existence of s He would imply a mass' AA

limit for the H dibaryon[49] of something like

>
mH _ 2mA- 10.6 MeV

This would correspond more to a deuteron-like state of two 3-quark objects rather
than a 6-quark exotic.

5. Summary

In brief conclusion, let me reiterate that hypernuclear physics is different from
conventional, nonstrange nuclear physics. The few-baryon systems provide filters
through which one can look al: particular aspects of the YN interaction. They pro-
vide specific constraints on our modeling of the YN interaction. Nonetheless, to
significantly improve our understanding of the S = -1 sector of the baryon-baryon
force as well as the physics of hypernuclei, we are in dire need of YN scattering data.
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